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ABSTRACT

This dissertation examines the importance of open-sourced scientific instrumentation in two-dimensional (2D) material research. 2D materials are gaining attention due to their extraordinary electrical, mechanical, optical, and thermal properties and their potential to transform various fields. However, studying these materials often requires complex and expensive scientific instrumentation, which can limit the accessibility and progress of research. The study explores the potential of open-source software and hardware in scientific instrumentation, and its role in democratizing access, fostering collaboration, and accelerating innovation.

The study presents two instruments implemented for 2D material research, using only open-source software and hardware, and demonstrates experiments conducted with these instruments. Additionally, the study explores broader implications of open-sourced scientific instrumentation by demonstrating a motorized variable filter stage and retractable leadless pacemaker. The dissertation concludes by emphasizing the critical role of open-source instruments in the advancement of material science and the broader scientific community and the need for ongoing support and engagement to fully realize their potential.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The collection of two-dimensional (2D) materials has seen significant growth since the initial discovery of graphene [1]. The arrival of new materials generates both enthusiasm and curiosity, as their attributes tend to differ substantially from their 3D equivalents. Moreover, 2D materials provide considerable versatility in adjusting their electronic properties, allowing for band-gap manipulation by altering the layer count in a particular material.[2] The rapid advancement of technology has created an insatiable demand for novel materials with exceptional properties. 2D materials, which consist of atomically thin layers, have garnered significant attention in recent years due to their extraordinary electrical, mechanical, optical, and thermal properties. These materials have shown great promise in transforming various fields, such as electronics, energy storage, and biomedical applications, amongst others.

However, the study of these materials often requires complex and expensive scientific instrumentation, which can limit the accessibility and progress of research. Numerous developer packages exist for creating control software for scientific instruments, such as LabVIEW, Daisy Lab, and others. For example, National Instruments LabVIEW is a widely used and advantageous software for scientific instrumentation, enabling users to develop custom measurement control software for a variety of instruments and their combinations. However, it comes with a significant software licensing cost. In contrast, the open-source movement has been providing unrestricted access to software and even hardware in nearly all domains for the past two decades. The primary advantage of open-source software and hardware is that their licenses permit users to study, modify, and even redistribute new versions. Most of the software is available at no cost, and the
hardware is often cheaper than commercial alternatives, as anyone with the capability can manufacture it [3]. Consequently, this movement has attracted interest from various individuals, including researchers. The potential to build scientific instruments using open-source software and hardware can significantly reduce research costs. [4] Open-sourced scientific instrumentation, which promotes the sharing of knowledge, designs, and protocols, has emerged as a vital solution to address these challenges [5]. This dissertation aims to explore the importance of open-sourced scientific instrumentation for 2D material research, discussing its role in democratizing access, fostering collaboration, and accelerating innovation.

In the first chapter, an overview of graphene, MoS₂, and InSe will be provided, and the commonly employed characterization techniques for their analysis, such as Raman spectroscopy and fluorescence spectroscopy, will be discussed.

Next, the concept of scientific instrumentation will be introduced; its key principles will be highlighted, such as the features of an instrumentation system. Also, the significance of open-source hardware and software in instrumentation will be touched on as the Arduino development platform is discussed.

In chapters 4 and 5, instruments implemented for 2D material research (graphene transfer unit and stretching apparatus for flexible device research), only using open-source software and hardware, will be presented. Also, experiments conducted with those will be demonstrated and discussed.
Lastly, this dissertation will explore broader implications of open-sourced scientific instrumentation by demonstrating motorized variable filter stage and retractable leadless pacemaker.

Furthermore, the research conducted in the Spintronics Laboratory under the supervision of Dr. Alexander Kozhanov can be found at the beginning of the program in Appendix C.

In conclusion, this dissertation will provide a comprehensive examination of the importance of open-sourced scientific instrumentation in 2D material research. By exploring its potential to democratize access, foster collaboration, and accelerate innovation, the critical role that open-source instruments play in the advancement of material science and the broader scientific community will be highlighted. Furthermore, the challenges and future prospects of open-source instrumentation will be discussed, emphasizing the need for ongoing support and engagement to fully realize its potential.
2 MATERIALS AND CHARACTERIZATION TECHNIQUES

2D materials have attracted significant attention in the field of materials science due to their unique electronic, optical, and mechanical properties. Among the wide range of 2D materials, graphene, molybdenum disulfide (MoS₂), and indium selenide (InSe) have emerged as promising candidates for various applications, including electronics, optoelectronics, and energy storage [6-8]. The movement of charge carriers, heat, and photons within 2D materials will be significantly restricted to the two-dimensional plane, resulting in notable alterations in the electronic and optical characteristics of these materials [9, 10]. In order to explore their potential, it is crucial to employ advanced characterization techniques that provide detailed information about the structure, properties, and performance of these materials. This chapter aims to provide an overview of Graphene, MoS₂, and InSe, as well as the characterization techniques commonly employed for their analysis, such as Raman spectroscopy and fluorescence spectroscopy.

2.1 Prominent Materials

Graphene, a single layer of carbon atoms arranged in a hexagonal lattice, is renowned for its extraordinary electronic, thermal, and mechanical properties [11]. To understand the course of graphene research, it is helpful to view graphene as the thinnest layer limit of graphite. From this perspective, the exceptional properties of the honeycomb carbon structure are not entirely novel. Graphite, which is abundant and naturally occurring, has been recognized as a mineral for almost half a millennium. Even during the medieval period, its layered structure and weak dispersion
forces between adjacent layers were exploited to create marking tools, much like how graphite is utilized in pencils today [12]. More recently, these properties have rendered graphite an ideal material for dry lubricants, along with the similarly structured but costlier hexagonal boron nitride and molybdenum disulfide compounds. However, it was not until 2004 that graphene was first isolated and characterized by researchers Andre Geim and Konstantin Novoselov at the University of Manchester [11]. Their groundbreaking work, which involved using adhesive tape to mechanically exfoliate thin layers of graphite, led to the discovery of single-layer graphene. This remarkable achievement unveiled a wealth of unique properties, including exceptional electronic, thermal, and mechanical characteristics, which sparked a surge in research interest. Geim and Novoselov's pioneering efforts were recognized with the 2010 Nobel Prize in Physics. Since then, the field of graphene research has rapidly expanded, exploring its potential in a wide range of applications, such as electronics, energy storage, and sensing, as well as driving the investigation of other 2D materials with complementary properties [13].

MoS$_2$, a member of the transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) family, has gained significant attention in recent years due to its unique properties and potential applications. Its layered structure consists of a plane of molybdenum atoms sandwiched between two planes of sulfur atoms [14]. By varying the number of layers, MoS$_2$ exhibits tunable properties, transitioning from an indirect bandgap semiconductor in bulk form to a direct bandgap semiconductor at the monolayer level [15]. This tunability renders MoS$_2$ suitable for various applications in electronics, optoelectronics, and energy storage. Additionally, MoS$_2$ has shown potential as a catalyst in electrochemical reactions, such as hydrogen evolution, due to its active edge sites [16].
InSe, a III-VI layered semiconductor, has garnered significant interest in the field of 2D materials due to its remarkable properties and potential applications. InSe is characterized by high carrier mobility and a tunable bandgap, both of which depend on the number of layers [17]. These attributes make InSe a promising material for high-performance electronic and optoelectronic devices, such as photodetectors, transistors, and solar cells. Additionally, the strong light-matter interaction in InSe has opened up opportunities for its use in light-emitting diodes (LEDs) and laser applications [18]. As research on InSe and its properties continues to grow, the material is expected to contribute significantly to the development of next-generation technologies and devices.

2.2 Characterization Techniques

2.2.1 Raman Spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy is a non-destructive, versatile, and powerful technique for the characterization of materials, particularly in the field of 2D materials research. It is based on the inelastic scattering of monochromatic light, typically from a laser source, by the vibrational modes of a material's atomic or molecular structure [19]. Raman spectroscopy provides insights into the structural, compositional, and electronic properties of 2D materials, making it an indispensable tool in their investigation.
One of the primary applications of Raman spectroscopy in 2D materials research is the identification and characterization of graphene and its various forms, such as monolayer, bilayer, and few-layer graphene [20, 21]. By analyzing the shift in frequency and intensity of the characteristic Raman peaks (G and 2D peaks), researchers can determine the number of layers and evaluate the quality of graphene samples.

In the case of TMDs like MoS₂, WS₂, and MoSe₂, Raman spectroscopy is employed to determine their layer thickness, strain, and defects [22]. The separation between the two prominent Raman peaks, E₂g, and A₁g, can provide information on the number of layers, while the shift in the peaks' position can reveal strain in the material.

Furthermore, Raman spectroscopy has been utilized in the study of heterostructures, which are formed by stacking different 2D materials together [23]. Analyzing the Raman spectra of such heterostructures provides insights into their interlayer interactions, which can have a significant impact on their electronic and optical properties.

In summary, Raman spectroscopy is a crucial tool in 2D materials research, providing valuable information on their structural, compositional, and electronic properties, as well as aiding in the development of new materials and devices.
2.2.2 Confocal Fluorescence Spectroscopy

Confocal fluorescence spectroscopy is a powerful optical technique that enables the investigation of the luminescent properties of materials at a high spatial resolution. It has emerged as an essential tool for characterizing (2D) materials and understanding their unique optical and electronic properties.

In confocal fluorescence spectroscopy, a laser source is focused onto the sample using a high numerical aperture objective lens. The emitted fluorescence is then collected through the same objective and passed through a pinhole to eliminate out-of-focus light before reaching the detector. This process allows for the selective detection of fluorescence from a single focal plane within the sample, resulting in high-resolution imaging and precise spectral analysis [24-26].

Confocal fluorescence spectroscopy has been extensively employed in the study of 2D materials, such as graphene, TMDs, black phosphorus, and hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN). It has been particularly useful in investigating excitonic and trionic behavior in TMDs, like MoS$_2$, WS$_2$, and WSe$_2$, due to their strong light-matter interactions and direct bandgap in monolayer form [14].

In the case of graphene, confocal fluorescence spectroscopy has been used to study its quenching effect on nearby fluorophores, which can be exploited in the development of highly sensitive biosensors and fluorescence quenching-based devices [27]. Moreover, it has been applied to investigate the fluorescence of graphene oxide and reduced graphene oxide, revealing their
unique photoluminescence properties and providing insights into their electronic structure and defects [28].

Confocal fluorescence spectroscopy has also been employed in studying the optical properties of other 2D materials, such as black phosphorus and hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) [29, 30]. Furthermore, it has been utilized to investigate the properties of heterostructures formed by stacking different 2D materials together, providing valuable information about their interlayer interactions and resulting emergent phenomena [23].

In summary, confocal fluorescence spectroscopy has become an indispensable tool in the field of 2D materials research, enabling the characterization of their luminescent properties and providing insights into their electronic and optical behavior. This knowledge is crucial for the development of novel materials and devices with advanced functionalities and performance.
3 SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTATION

3.1 Instrumentation Basics

To comprehend the various aspects of nature, space, and human-made objects, it is essential to understand the condition, quantity, or value of different elements within the scientific and technological realms. This acquisition of knowledge about these elements is referred to as measurement [31]. Measuring instruments play a crucial role in physical sciences and engineering. Instrumentation, a term coined by [32], refers to a group of systems that facilitate measurement and provide feedback control over the measurement process.

An instrumentation system can be divided into two subsystems: the measurement system and the control system. The measurement system includes instruments that gather information and data about the subject material or object, while the control system is made up of components and instruments that implement control using a feedback process. Open loop systems also exist. Figure 3.1 depicts a diagram of the measurement and control system. A measurable quantity, represented as $X(t)$, is conveyed by a signal $M(t)$ at the beginning of the measurement chain. This signal is then characterized by a transfer function $T(t)$, and the measurement chain generates an output signal $S(t)$, which is related to the input quantity through $T(t)$. In essence, an instrumentation system performs measurements and provides the user with a numerical output value that corresponds to the variable being measured [33]. The entire system is completed by a feedback loop with a transfer function $B(t)$, which determines the control parameters of the object.
Measurement chains are physically composed of transducers, devices that convert one form of energy into another. If a transducer's output signal is electrical, it indicates that the measurement chain is a sensor [32].

![Figure 3.1 Measurement and Control System](image)

*Figure 3.1 Measurement and Control System*

The accuracy, precision, and reliability of a system are crucial for the quality of scientific data and results [34]. Consequently, selecting appropriate tools and devices for a system improves the overall quality of the instrumentation. An instrumentation system for taking measurements consists of three functional components: the sensor, signal processor, and data presentation.

The sensor (or detector) is the component that remains in constant contact with the measurement process. It measures a variable and provides an output to the rest of the measurement system. An example of a sensor is a thermocouple, which measures temperature and generates an electromotive force output when combined with measurement electronics.
The signal processor collects the output information from the sensor and converts it for display or transmission in some control systems. Examples of signal processors include active and passive analog filters, digital filters, and amplifiers.

The data presentation element allows users of the measurement device to view the measured value in an easily understandable format. In other words, it transforms the signal received from the system into a visible output. Liquid crystal display screens, computer user interface software, and galvanometers are examples of this component.

Figure 3.2 demonstrates how these three fundamental elements (sensor, signal processor, and data presentation) make up a measurement system.

Figure 3.2 A diagram of measurement system elements.
Modern measurement (or control) systems rely on microcontrollers. Instrumentation benefits from having multiple sensor inputs, the ability to provide output through various channels, signal, and data processing capabilities (analog and digital processing, application of mathematical methods and calculations), onboard memory, and the capacity to control other instruments within a single device.

### 3.2 The Features of an Instrumentation System

The performance of instrumentation systems and their functional elements is an important aspect to consider. Several terms characterize the performance of a system, including Resolution, Accuracy, Error, Range, Precision, Repeatability, Reproduction, Sensitivity, and Stability.

*Resolution* refers to the smallest detectable amount of an input signal (measurand) that can be reliably identified by a measurement device or instrument. *Accuracy* is another characteristic of an instrumentation system that denotes the closeness of the measured value to the actual value of the process variable being measured. In other words, a system is considered more accurate when the measured value is closer to the actual value. The percentage of full-scale deflection (FSD) representation is commonly used to indicate the maximum difference between the actual value and the measured values [35]. The term *Error* describes the discrepancy between the true value of the measured quantity and the measurement result. It can be expressed as follows:

\[
\text{Error} = \text{Measured Value} – \text{True Value}
\]
Errors can arise in various ways. For detailed information about some errors encountered in instrumentation system specifications, one can refer to [33]. The range of a variable is established by its minimum and maximum attainable values.

*Precision* is used to describe the degree of freedom of an instrumentation system. A high precision instrument provides a small spread of readings, while a low precision instrument yields a larger spread. *Repeatability* and *reproducibility* are terms associated with an instrument's precision. If a system consistently produces the same output for repeated measurements (with low random environmental fluctuations), the measurement is considered repeatable. If a system consistently delivers the same output after being disconnected from a constant input and reinstalled, it is considered reproducible.

Another characteristic of a measurement system is *sensitivity*, which is determined by the output-to-input ratio. In other words, it indicates how much the output of a measurement system changes when the measured quantity varies by a specific amount [33].

*Stability* is another vital characteristic of instrumentation. Stability in instrumentation refers to the ability of a measurement device or system to consistently produce the same output when measuring a constant input over a period of time. This characteristic is crucial for ensuring that the measurements taken by the instrument remain accurate and reliable, even under varying conditions or over extended periods of use.
In addition to the characteristics mentioned above, dynamic characteristics refer to an instrument's time-related behavior. One commonly used dynamic characteristic is *response time*, which is the difference between when the input is detected by the system and when the system produces an output corresponding to a specified percentage of the input value (generally 90%). Another dynamic characteristic is *rise time*, the time it takes for the output signal to increase from a specified percentage (e.g., 10%) to another specified percentage (e.g., 90%) of the steady-state output. *Fall time*, defined as the time it takes for the output signal to decrease to a specified percentage, may also be significant for some systems.

### 3.3 Open-Source Hardware and Software in Instrumentation

The term open-source emerged in the late 1980s during a strategy session among several hackers (free and open-source software developers). Its popularity grew significantly after the establishment of the Open Source Initiative (OSI) in 1988 [36, 37]. Free/open-source software (FOSS) is defined as software available in source code form, allowing users to study, use, copy, modify, and redistribute the source code without restrictions [4].

Open-source does not only imply that the source code or blueprint is accessible. There are additional criteria that open-source software or hardware must meet, such as free redistribution and maintaining the integrity of the author's source code. The Open Source Definition (OSD), originally penned by Bruce Perens, outlines these criteria (see https://opensource.org/docs/osd). For more detailed information about open-source software, one can refer to [38] and [39].
The open and collaborative principles of FOSS have also influenced scientific hardware designs. As a result, publicly available hardware designs can be studied, modified, distributed, manufactured, and sold. These designs are referred to as free and open-source hardware (FOSH) [4].

3.3.1 Microcontroller in Open-Source World


3.3.1.1 Arduino Development Platform

Arduino, a microcontroller-based development platform, emerged from one of the FOSH projects mentioned earlier. It uses a microcontroller mounted on a circuit board, allowing users to program the input and output pins of the hardware and interact with these pins via a personal computer. The Arduino Integrated Development Environment (IDE) is typically used to upload programs to an Arduino board. As an open-source hardware project, the specifications of electronic components, circuit board designs, and IDE software are freely accessible for anyone to use or
modify. As a result, one can find inexpensive Arduino-like or Arduino-compatible microcontrollers from private manufacturers worldwide.

Since its introduction in 2005, the use of Arduino microcontroller boards has grown significantly. Some Arduino-based projects can be found in [40]. The Arduino platform has been employed by researchers to develop and implement devices for various applications [5, 41-48], because of its advantages such as ease of use, being low cost and having standardized components.

As of now, there are seventeen different official Arduino boards, along with unofficially designed models. In this study, the Arduino Micro, Nano and UNO boards are used as microcontrollers for various instruments.

Table 3-1 Specifications of three Arduino models that have been utilized.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Microcontroller</th>
<th>Chip on board</th>
<th>Input/Output Pins</th>
<th>Clock Speed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arduino UNO</td>
<td>ATmega328P</td>
<td>14 (6 Analog In, 6 PWM Out)</td>
<td>16 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arduino Micro</td>
<td>ATmega32U4</td>
<td>20 (12 Analog In, 7 PWM Out)</td>
<td>16 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arduino Nano</td>
<td>ATmega328</td>
<td>22 (8 Analog In, 6 PWM Out)</td>
<td>16 MHz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The comparison of boards’ specifications can be seen in Table 3.1. Also, pinout diagrams for Arduino UNO, Micro and Nano are provided in Appendix A. For more detailed information
and specifications of chips, datasheets can be downloaded from the Arduino project (http://www.arduino.cc) and Atmel (http://www.atmel.com) websites.

### 3.3.1.2 Arduino IDE and Communication

The Arduino IDE, a software environment for programming and interacting with the board, is available for installation on Windows, Mac OS, and GNU/Linux via the project website. One advantage of the Arduino IDE is that users can upload codes written in the Arduino language, which is a simplified version of C++ designed for ease of use with the boards. This simplified version is essentially a library created for Arduino development boards. Additionally, since the Arduino project is an open-source environment, there are numerous libraries developed by the community for various purposes. Examples of these libraries include LiquidCrystal, SoftwareSerial, Stepper, SD, GSM, WiFi, Tone, I2S, Servo, and Firmata (see https://www.arduino.cc/en/reference/libraries).

Arduino offers several communication methods with external electronics, sensors, and computers in addition to its digital and analog input/output pins. The most well-known and widely used communication protocol for Arduino is RS-232 (the standard serial communication). This protocol uses two communication lines, and Arduino has two pins for this purpose: Rx (to receive) and Tx (to transmit). More advanced models, like Arduino Mega or DUE, have four different pairs of RS-232 communication pins for enabling more connections. Additionally, many Arduino models have a built-in USB-to-serial converter chip on the boards, allowing them to connect with a personal computer (PC) by creating a virtual serial port [49]. Another protocol available for
communication is the Inter-Integrated Circuit (I2C) by Philips Semiconductors, which has two designated input/output pins. Multiple devices can be connected to the I2C connection as long as each device has a unique identification number. Arduino boards also support the Dallas 1-Wire protocol by Dallas Semiconductor, which uses a single input/output pin, and the Serial Peripheral Communication (SPI) by Motorola, which is available on most boards.
Graphene, a single layer of carbon atoms arranged in a two-dimensional honeycomb lattice, has garnered significant attention in recent years due to its remarkable properties and potential applications across various industries[50]. Its exceptional mechanical strength, electrical and thermal conductivity, and flexibility make it a revolutionary material for a wide range of applications, including energy storage, electronics, and even medical devices[51, 52]. Graphene-based technologies promise to revolutionize fields such as transparent conductive coatings, high-speed transistors, and lightweight composites, thereby potentially making devices more energy-efficient, faster, and stronger. Furthermore, its transparent and flexible nature could lead to the development of novel devices like flexible displays, wearable electronics, and advanced sensors[53-56]. The continued research and development of graphene not only demonstrates the importance of this remarkable material, but also holds the potential to significantly impact the future of science, technology, and industry[57, 58].

The large-scale production of graphene is made possible through the chemical vapor deposition (CVD) method, making transfer techniques an important aspect to consider[59-61]. Traditional polymer-assisted transfer methods can lead to graphene contamination[62] and might require some sort of cleaning the polymer residue after transfer[63-65]. Also, it can negatively impact its electronic properties again due to polymer residue[66, 67]. As a result, there is growing interest in polymer-free direct transfer techniques that can address these issues. The fundamental concept of direct transfer is to allow graphene to float on the surface of a transfer liquid, which is
then collected by the target substrate directly from the liquid. This approach, compared to polymer-assisted methods, can result in a high-quality, uncontaminated graphene layer. However, a high surface tension has long been thought to be detrimental to monolayer graphene transfer, as it could cause tearing, folding, and wrinkling. An example of tearing is given in figure 4.1a, together with an unimpaired graphene structure (figure 4.1b).

![Figure 4.1 a) Broken graphene structure during transfer b) Good quality graphene structure after transfer.](image)

With the understanding of the surface tension effect on graphene structure, the direct transfer of graphene is simplified, and applications of graphene are widened [68, 69]. For those studies, Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) reactor with source and drain was designed for copper etching and liquid replacement. However, the exchange of liquid process has been done manually. In other words, the source and drain syringe connected to the PTFE reactor are being pulled and pushed by hand, respectively. In this study, a motorized liquid replacement unit is designed using open software and hardware.
The primary purpose of this design is to enable the efficient exchange of liquids beneath graphene sheets prior to the transfer process. This apparatus offers three distinct benefits. Firstly, it allows for a steady, controllable flow of liquids, which minimizes the likelihood of graphene damage during the cleaning phase. Secondly, the device facilitates the replacement of pure deionized water beneath the graphene with alternative fluids that possess differing surface tensions. Lastly, this system can be employed to create graphene-water membranes and transfer sizable graphene segments. During the procedure, surfactants may be introduced into the reactor to generate graphene-water membranes, which can prove advantageous for transferring graphene onto various material types.

4.1 Components and Parts of Graphene Transfer Unit

The system consists of three main parts: PTFE reactor and syringe connections, synchronized syringe pull-push design, and control electronics and sensors. More information about the PTFE reactor and how the transfer method work (see figure 4.1) can be found in [68, 69]. Others will be described here in detail, together with the device’s working mechanism.

4.1.1 Synchronized Syringe Pull-Push Mechanism

In order to achieve synchronization motion, in which one of the syringes (source syringe) is pulled by the motorized system as the other syringe (drain syringe) is pushed, a two-story stage was designed and constructed. In figure 4.2a, a three-dimensional schematic of the stage is given. The stage was machined out of two aluminum plates with a thickness of ½ inch, 16 ½ inches tall,
and 4 inches wide. A rectangular shape was carved out of the top aluminum plate so that the connection between the motorized linear stage and syringes could be placed in a way that it could move in one dimension without any restriction.

Figure 4.2(a) Shows the reactor design. (b) Shows the reactor and the retainer during the copper etching. (c) A schematic of the graphene/copper piece reserved by the retainer film during the etching. (d) A schematic of a graphene piece floating on DI-water after the copper is fully etched. (Taken from [69]).

RATTMMOTOR model CBX1605-300 mm linear actuator was used to accomplish one dimensional motion needed to push and pull syringes simultaneously. The motor connected to the motion rail guide is a Nema23 bipolar stepper motor with a holding torque of 1.2 N.m. This is more than enough for the needed purpose. This stepper can be run with a minimum of 24 Volts.
Figure 4.3 Three-dimensional schematic two-story stage design for mounting syringes and motorized unit.

Figure 4.4 Linear actuator. Side and Top View
Top and side view pictures of the linear actuator with its dimensions can be found in figure 4.3. In order to increase the height of the slider block, another aluminum part is machined. Slots were carved into the machined part so that the plunger flange of the syringe could be placed inside of the block, and the connection between the plungers of the syringes and the motorized linear actuator was completed.

After this integration, holders for both syringes (source and drain) were printed using ANYCUBIC Photon 3D printer. The barrels of the syringes were connected to the top plate using those holders. The pictures of the plunger flange and barrel connections are given in Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.5 a) Image of syringe barrel holder connected to the top plate. b) Image of the connection between the slider block extension and plunger flange of the syringes. c) Three-dimensional schematics of syringe barrel holder.
Finally, necessary holes for connecting the control switch, microcontroller, motor driver, and optical interrupter switches are drilled, and an aluminum L-shaped piece is placed on the bottom side of the slider holder to act as an interrupter curtain for optical switches.

4.1.2 Electronic Control Unit, Hardware, and Connections

An Arduino Uno single-board microcontroller handles the synchronized pull-push movement of the syringes by controlling the movement of the linear actuator using a stepper motor. The main reason for utilizing Arduino Uno in this device is that there was no size restriction. The general properties of this microcontroller are mentioned in Chapter 3. In this section, the hardware components and software of the electronic control unit of the device will be explained in detail.

In figure 4.5, a block diagram of electronic control unit hardware is illustrated in order to make a better understanding of the communication of components inside the motorized fluid exchange unit for graphene transfer. The electronic control unit consists of an Arduino Uno Microcontroller unit, a stepper motor driver (Polulu A4988), and two photoelectric interrupter sensors (HiLetgo ITR9608-F). The direction and speed of the stepper motor are determined by sending to the motor driver digital logic signals by the microcontroller [70]. A serial communication protocol (RS-232) allows the connection between the computer (used for commands) and the microcontroller via a universal serial bus (USB) cable. The left and right limits of linear actuator are determined by the optical switches physically connected to them. Basically, an optical switch consists of two parts: an emitter and a detector. An infrared LED is constantly on at one side of the optical switch (emitter side). On the other side, a photodetector checks
threshold levels of the light to determine whether the interrupter curtain is between the emitter and detector and gives appropriate output.

Figure 4.6 Block diagram of the electronic control unit.

A motor driver is needed to drive the stepper motor connected to the linear actuator. It is also possible to drive motors with an Arduino microcontroller without being in need of another
driver as long as there are in the limits of its output current capabilities. However, in this case, the motor connected to the linear actuator can be driven with a minimum of 24 Volts.

A C language-based software was compiled with the Arduino IDE for use on the Arduino UNO microcontroller board. The microcontroller software's code can be found in Appendix B for reference.

![Figure 4.7 Flow chart of the graphene transfer unit software.](image)

As the device is turned on, it starts with the initializing mode, in which it checks the right and the left side optical switches by driving the motor to the left and the right. During this phase, if the motor driver sends more stepping signals than the length of the linear actuator without
reaching one of the limit switches, the motor stops to protect the device, and an error message is generated. If there is no error generated, the device will take its starting position. Only after this time transfer liquids can be placed into the syringes. The user has the ability to change the speed of the transfer process after this phase. In Table 4.1, a list of the commands which can be used by the user is given. These commands can be sent to Arduino using a serial communication protocol. Increasing or decreasing speed will add or subtract 50 µs to the delay between each step. After every initialization phase (turning the device off and on), that delay is set to 1000 µs. This value can be changed by uploading the appropriate code to the microcontroller. Also, a momentary toggle switch connected to the device will allow the user to modify starting location of the transfer process.

Table 4-1 List of the commands implemented in the software for the graphene transfer unit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Command</th>
<th>Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“ml”</td>
<td>Move Left</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“mr”</td>
<td>Move Right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“st”</td>
<td>Emergency Stop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“al”</td>
<td>Reach the left limit switch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“ar”</td>
<td>Reach the right limit switch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“s+”</td>
<td>Increase speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“s-”</td>
<td>Decrease speed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Once the device reaches the starting (home) position, the transfer reactor is connected to the syringes and the speed is set to desired value; the user can send “al” command to start to
process. This will initiate the linear actuator from the right position (by default home position) to go left until it reaches the optical switch. When the linear actuator reaches its left position limit, the interrupter curtain will go between the emitter and the detector of the optical switch; it will be read as digital HIGH by the microcontroller. The process will be completed. If user needs to do another transfer without restarting the device, now s/he can use “ar” command by reversing the source and drain syringes.

![Image of the device during the transfer process](image)

*Figure 4.8 An image of the device during the transfer process*

In figure 4.7, an image of the device during the transfer process is given. This device facilitates effective liquid exchange under graphene sheets before the transfer process takes place. It provides a stable, adjustable liquid flow that reduces the chances of graphene damage during the cleaning stage just by using open-hardware and software. The ability to control the speed of the
transfer and possibility of changing its functionality thanks to its programming environment give the user a great advantage when the effect of transfer condition is being studied.
5 STRETCHING APPARATUS FOR FLEXIBLE DEVICE RESEARCH

In recent years, flexible and stretchable microelectronics have garnered substantial interest due to the growing demand for wearable devices [71-73], miniature health monitors[74, 75], and medical implants [76-78]. These devices also function as human-machine interfaces and find wider applications in communication, remote control, and consumer electronics in the context of extended reality [79] and the Internet of Things (IoT) [80, 81]. Van der Waals semiconductors (vdWS) are considered attractive candidates for fabricating flexible and stretchable devices, owing to their excellent bendability [82, 83], ductility[84], and outstanding electronic properties [85, 86]. Typically, vdWS devices are combined with polymer carrier substrates like polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) to improve mechanical strength and handling [87, 88]. However, the chemical stability of vdWS surfaces leads[89] to weak adhesion to polymer substrates, causing interfacial slippage, device wrinkling, peeling, and eventual failure [90] [91] [92]. Although various methods have been introduced to enhance adhesion[92], uniform lamination between vdWS and polymer substrates remains a challenge.

To address this issue, A strategy for vdWS lamination, that provides exceptional mechanical strength, scalability, uniformity, and electronic performance, is recently presented [93]. It is also important to acknowledge that mechanical deformation might affect the performance of flexible electronic devices. This has effect has been studied using density function theory (DFT) based on calculations [94] as well as experimentally to test reliability of the devices [95, 96].
Hence, a stretching apparatus was constructed in order to assist the studies on understanding this effect [93]. In this section, the design and functionality of this open software and hardware device will be discussed.

5.1 Components and the Parts of the Stretching Apparatus

The system consists of two main parts: A small linear actuator stage designed for stretching and a control box.

5.1.1 Linear Actuator and Sample Holder.

A 10 cm long linear actuator with a stepper motor connected to its axis (RATTMMOTOR model CBX1605-100) is used to achieve the desired motion. In figure 5.1, an image of sample holder can be found. The Nema23 bipolar stepper motor, which is linked to the motion rail guide, has a holding torque of 1.2 N.m, providing ample power for the intended application. This stepper motor can operate with a minimum voltage of 24 Volts. Of course, there exists smaller motor and linear stages available on the market. However, this linear actuator is precise enough and cost-efficient.

The precision was the linear actuator is measured after the construction of the system. In order to achieve this, a series of tests were conducted. Since the fact that the motor can be run with a minimum voltage of 24 Volts; similar to the graphene transfer unit, a motor driver was used. The motor driver used in this project is capable of enabling the motor 1/16th stepping. In other words,
it theoretically can move and hold the stepper motor with the precision of 1/16\textsuperscript{th} of its step. The details about hardware and software will be discussed in the next section.

![Figure 5.1 Image of Linear Actuator Unit](image)

However, micro stepping ability of a linear actuator should be tested for precise instrument developments [97, 98]. For this purpose, after setting the motor controlling circuit, a 6.5-digit multimeter (Keithley 2000 Series) in amperemeter mode was connected to circuit to identify current fluctuations during the movement of the linear actuator. It was found that linear actuator with the load on it was able to keep its movement steady without skipping any step during micro stepping motion down to 1/16\textsuperscript{th}. 


Then, using a micrometer it was tested whether the stepper motor can hold its location after micro stepping. It was found to be that it can down to 1/4\textsuperscript{th} step. It is still uncertain whether it can go lower or not because the minimum precision of the micrometer used is 1 $\mu$m and the one step of the motor represents 5 $\mu$m movement on linear actuator. Therefore, it was concluded that a sample can be stretched $1\,\mu m \pm .25\,\mu m$ minimally using 1/4\textsuperscript{th} stepping.

The sample holder parts were attached on the top of linear actuator. One side was connected to the moving block of the linear actuator whereas the other side was connected to the side of it to sustain its stability. The holder was also designed in a way that when sample is placed between the steady and moving side, it would be sitting on the focus plane of the optics. Both bottom and top of the sample were left open in the design so that regardless of the optical path (incident light from the bottom or the top), the device is functional for stretching. In figure 5.2 a simplified sketch of the cross-sectional view can be found.

*Figure 5.2 Simplified sketch of cross-sectional view.*
5.1.2 Electronic Control Unit, Hardware, and Connections

All control electronics were placed inside a small black box (see figure 5.3) together with manual control switch and liquid crystal display (LCD). The control of the linear actuator is achieved by an Arduino Micro microcontroller to save space inside the box. General properties of this microcontroller are mentioned in chapter 3. In this section, hardware components and software of electronic control unit of device will be explained in detail.

Figure 5.3 a) Image of the control box. b) Image of electronics inside the control box.

Figure 5.4 depicts a block diagram of the electronic control unit hardware, which aims to clarify the communication between components within the control box. The electronic control unit is composed of an Arduino Micro microcontroller unit, a Polulu A4988 stepper motor driver, and a Focus LCDs C162A-BW-LW65 liquid crystal display. The microcontroller sends digital logic signals to the motor driver, determining the direction and speed of the stepper motor. A serial
communication protocol (RS-232) enables the connection between the computer (used for issuing commands) and the microcontroller through a universal serial bus (USB) cable.

Figure 5.4 Block diagram of electronic control unit of stretching apparatus.
The functionality of the circuit is very similar to the graphene transfer unit. However, the limiting switches is not seen necessary for this design because the practical movement range of the linear actuator is no more than a centimeter. Also, an LCD is added to provide visual feedback to the user during the experimental process. The user can observe the information about length of stretching as well as number of repetition if cycle stretching process is undergoing.

A software written in C language was uploaded using the Arduino IDE, intended for the Arduino Micro microcontroller board. The code for the microcontroller software is provided in Appendix B as a reference. The flow chart of the software is given in figure 5.5.
As the user turns on the device, the microcontroller sets initial values for precision, loop distance and loop repetition. Default values for those are 1, 5000 and 5 respectively. Loop distance is defined in the number of actions. The real distance will be calculated as follows:

\[ d_{\text{real}} = \frac{d_{\text{set}}}{5} \times (\text{Precision Value}) \]

where, \( d_{\text{real}} \) is the real distance, \( d_{\text{set}} \) is the loop distance. For instance, if the precision value is 1 (which represents full step) and distance is 1000, then the distance will be 200 μm. Users can change these values by sending appropriate commands to the microcontroller (see Table 5.1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Command</th>
<th>Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“ml”</td>
<td>Move Left</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“mr”</td>
<td>Move Right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“st”</td>
<td>Emergency Stop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“sa”</td>
<td>Change precision/step value.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Value needs to be send after it is prompted)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“gopos”</td>
<td>Goes to given position.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“setprecision”</td>
<td>Sets the precision value for looping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“resetpos”</td>
<td>Reset current position to 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“looprepeat”</td>
<td>Sets loop repetition value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“loopdistance”</td>
<td>Sets the loop distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“startloop”</td>
<td>Starts stretch cycle</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Once the device is initialized, the user can set values for desired parameters that will be used for the experiment. Once the parameters are set, the user may start stretching process by using “ml” command. “mr” command should only be used to undo stretching. If user wants to implement cycle stretching process, “startloop” command should be used after setting related parameters.

5.2 Applications and Results

The rapidly growing field of flexible device research has paved the way for innovative applications in areas such as wearable technology, soft robotics, and biomedical devices [99]. As these devices become more pervasive, their mechanical performance under various strain conditions becomes increasingly important[100]. To address this critical aspect of flexible device research, the development and utilization of stretching apparatuses have become essential. These apparatuses enable precise control of strain and deformation, facilitating the investigation of material properties, device performance, and reliability under different stretch scenarios. In this section, some applications of stretching apparatus will be explored.

5.2.1 In Situ Raman Spectroscopy

Constructed stretching apparatus was placed into the existing Raman spectroscopy system. This system consists of a home-made confocal microscope, Andor Shamrock 500i imaging spectrometer and an Andor iDus 420 CCD camera. The excitation wavelength for the system is 514 nm.
Raman spectroscopy has emerged as a swift, user-friendly, and non-invasive method for analyzing the underlying properties of two-dimensional materials, making it suitable for both lab-based research and large-scale manufacturing processes [101]. Hence, it is significant to have in-situ Raman spectra as a flexible material is strained. The scope of this study is not investigating specific materials and their characteristics under stretching. However, in figure 5.6 (taken from [93]) the change in the Raman shift of monolayer MoS$_2$ on the PDMS is given as an example of functionality of the stretching device.

![Raman spectrum of MoS$_2$ under different strains measured using the system. (taken from [93])](image-url)
5.2.2 In Situ Confocal Fluorescence Spectroscopy

Even though it is mainly used in biological research, confocal fluorescence spectroscopy is another technique used for investigation characteristics of 2D materials[102]. Similar to (but different in principle) the Raman Spectroscopy, it is possible to observe composition dependent signature signal especially when scanning surfaces of materials. Therefore, constructed stretching apparatus was placed into the existing.

The confocal fluorescence spectrometer used for this study is BIORAD MRC-1024 Laser Scanning Confocal Imaging System. The Bio-Rad MRC-1024, a high-resolution confocal laser scanning microscope, has found valuable applications in semiconductor research as well. Its sophisticated imaging capabilities and precision have enabled researchers to visualize and analyze the microstructure of semiconductor materials, including defects and interfaces, with exceptional clarity [103]. By providing insights into material properties at the nanoscale, the MRC-1024 aids in the development of next-generation electronic devices with improved performance and reliability. The instrument's multi-channel detection system allows for the simultaneous study of multiple material properties, while its user-friendly interface and software suite streamline the imaging process for semiconductor researchers, making it a vital tool in this cutting-edge field [104].

During this study, Coherent Verdi Mira 900 and Verdi laser was used as a stimulation source. The Coherent Mira 900 and Verdi laser system is an advanced, ultrafast, solid-state laser platform designed for a wide range of scientific and industrial applications. The Mira 900, a widely
recognized mode-locked Ti:sapphire oscillator, delivers exceptional pulse durations and stability, making it a popular choice for researchers in areas such as spectroscopy, microscopy, and materials processing. Paired with the Verdi, a diode-pumped solid-state (DPSS) laser that serves as a reliable and efficient pump source, the duo offers unparalleled performance and flexibility [105]. The Verdi laser provides high-power, continuous-wave (CW) output with low noise, enabling precise control and optimal pump-probe synchronization. Together, the Coherent Mira 900 and Verdi laser system represent a powerful combination of cutting-edge technology, providing users with a robust and versatile tool for their demanding experimental needs [106]. Tunable laser output wavelength is set to 800 nm. For more information about the tuning and adjusting the laser, [107] can be referenced.

*Figure 5.7 Simplified sketch of confocal fluorescence scanning spectrometer.*
A critical component of this technique is the dichroic mirror, which plays an essential role in filtering and directing the light within the optical system (see figure 5.7). During a confocal luminescence experiment, a focused light source, such as a laser in our case, illuminates the sample, exciting the sample within a small, defined volume. The emitted light due to photoluminescence production then passes through the objective lens and reaches the dichroic mirror. The dichroic mirror is designed to selectively reflect specific wavelengths of light while transmitting others. In this case, it allows the longer-wavelength excitation light (800 nm) to pass towards the sample while reflecting the shorter-wavelength emitted luminescence towards the photo multiplier tube (PMT). The transmitted luminescent light then reaches a pinhole aperture before PMT, which further filters out any out-of-focus signals, ensuring that only in-focus light reaches the detector. This spatial filtering process results in high-resolution images with excellent contrast, allowing detailed study of structures.

Figure 5.8 The image of 2D fluorescence scan of InSe after mechanical stretching. (512x512 pixels)
In figure 5.8, an 8-bit 512x512 pixel resolution scan image of InSe after mechanical stretching is given. As can be seen from the picture, a two-dimensional photoluminescence scan makes the wrinkles observable.

It is well established that further analysis is needed to understand those emissions coming from the sample. For that purpose, MoS$_2$ flakes transferred on the surface of PDMS were used.

![20x Objective](image1)
![40x Objective](image2)
![10x Objective](image3)

*Figure 5.9 Microscope images of MoS$_2$ flakes on PDMS surface with 10x, 20x and 40x objective lenses.*

In figure 5.9, the small sample of MoS$_2$ selected for this experiment can be seen from different three different objective lenses. After the selection, the sample was placed under the objective lens of the confocal fluorescence spectrometer. It is significant to determine laser power before starting quotative measurements. If the laser power is too high, it is more likely to burn and damage the sample. Also, emission light may saturate PMT. On the other hand, there might not be
enough detectable photoluminescence production if the laser power is too low. Thanks to our system having automated iris, it is possible to control the intensity of the incident light with BIORAD software. The difference between the scanned images with relative laser power 1.0 and 2.5 is shown in figure 5.10. Relative laser power is selected as 2.5 after this initial investigation.

![Figure 5.10 a) Scanned image of MoS$_2$ with relative laser power =1.0. b) Scanned image of MoS$_2$ with relative laser power =2.5. (Both images have a resolution of 512px512p)](image)

In order to make a spectral analysis, a set of long pass filters from 400nm to 700nm was used. The transmission spectra of the filters were given in figure 5.11. Transmission spectra of consecutive filters were subtracted in order to have a better estimation of planning the data analysis after scans. Subtracted transmission spectra can be seen in figure 5.12.

Also, scanned images need to be subtracted from each other during data analysis to utilize long pass filter set. For this purpose, ImageJ, another open-source software, is used.
Figure 5.11 Transmission spectra of the long pass filter set.

Figure 5.12 Subtracted transmission spectra of the filter set.
ImageJ is a widely-used, open-source image processing and analysis software developed by the National Institutes of Health (NIH) for the scientific community. It offers a versatile platform for researchers across various disciplines to analyze and manipulate digital images, particularly those obtained from microscopy and other imaging techniques [108]. With a user-friendly interface and a comprehensive library of plugins, ImageJ provides an extensive range of capabilities, including image enhancement, filtering, segmentation, measurement, and quantification [109]. The software supports a multitude of image formats, making it compatible with data generated by various imaging instruments. Additionally, ImageJ's active community of developers and users continually contribute to its development by creating new plugins and sharing knowledge, ensuring that the software remains up-to-date and relevant to the evolving needs of researchers in diverse fields, such as cell biology, materials science, and neuroscience [110, 111].

After setting up PMT voltage and laser power, the sample was scanned with and without filter set. Then, resulting images was subtracted from each other using ImageJ software consecutively. For instance, in order to get the emission image between 500nm and 525nm, the sample is scanned both when 500 nm and 525 nm long-pass (LP) filter was placed in front of PMT. Then, then image of the scan with 525 nm LP filter is subtracted from image of the scan with 500 nm LP filter.

In the figure 5.13, subtracted scan images of MoS₂ sample are given. Green pixels indicates no emission. Then, a smooth 15px15p square is selected on the top of the sample. The averaged intensity of the luminescence emission in that area is calculated together with is standard deviation using ImageJ software.
Figure 5.13 Fluorescence scan images of MoS$_2$ after subtraction together with no filter image showing where the chosen area is for data analysis.

Figure 5.14 Averaged photoluminescence intensity vs wavelength for MoS$_2$ sample.
As it can be seen from figure 5.14, there is a relatively greater emission in the band of 675nm-700nm. This is consistent with reported emission spectrum of MoS$_2$ [112, 113]. It also matches with 1.81 eV (684nm) direct-gap optical transitions of MoS$_2$ [114].

![Figure 5.15](image)

**Figure 5.15** Averaged photoluminescence intensity vs wavelength for MoS$_2$ sample with different stretch percentages.

The stretching apparatus was utilized to extend the length of the PDMS. As PDMS film was stretched, in situ confocal fluorescence scan was performed and repeated as it was done before.
Even though, there was a slight change in the signal in 625nm-650nm, 650nm-675nm and 675nm-700nm bands, no scientific trace for a change trend was found. On the other hand, there is an observable increase when just 700 nm LP filter measurements are looked into (see figure 5.15). The increase is consistent with stretch percentage until 0.4%. However, after that it is unclear. It can be deducted that there is a possible deformation on MoS$_2$ sample after 0.4%.

Similar experiments were conducted on two InSe flake samples transferred on PDMS. In 5.16, pictures of those samples taken with a Nikon D3100 DSLR camera, connected to the confocal microscope setup, are given. Sample-1 is a thinner flake compared to sample-2.

![Sample - 1](image1) ![Sample - 2](image2)

*Figure 5.16 Pictures of InSe flakes transferred on the PDMS.*

In the figure 5.17 and 5.18, fluorescence scan images without any filtration as well as images after subtraction for different wavelength bands are given for sample-1 and sample-2.
respectively. Green pixels represent no signal. From those images, it can be deducted that emission is coming mostly from 400nm-425nm and 675-700nm bands.

*Figure 5.17 Fluorescence scan images of InSe (Sample-1) after subtraction together with no filter image.*

*Figure 5.18 Fluorescence scan images of InSe (Sample-2) after subtraction together with no filter image.*
The stretching is performed on both of those samples up to 0.8% by utilizing constructed apparatus. For those sample 25px25p are is chosen to be used for calculation. After subtraction and averaging, photoluminescence intensity with respect to wavelength for different stretch percentanges is plotted for both samples similar to the MoS$_2$ sample. Those plots can be seen in figure 5.19 and 5.20 for Sample-1 and Sample-2 respectively. Error bars represent standard deviation due to averaging.

**Figure 5.19** Averaged photoluminescence intensity vs wavelength for InSe (Sample-1) with different stretch percentages.
It is evident that there is a change in the photoluminescence intensity for 400nm-425nm and 675nm-700nm band. However, the change in 400nm-425nm band is more drastic for both samples. Therefore, 400nm-425nm band is analyzed and photoluminescence intensity in that emission band with respect to extension percentage is plotted. Plots for Sample-1 and Sample-2 are given in figure 5.19 and 5.20 respectively.
Figure 5.21 Decline of 400nm-425nm band emission vs extension percentage (Sample -1)

Figure 5.22 Decline of 400nm-425nm band emission vs extension percentage (Sample -2)
It can be deducted from the plots that there is a decrease in photoluminescence intensity for both samples. However, decline of 400nm-425nm band emission from thinner sample (Sample-1) is more close to consistent linearity than thinker sample (Sample-2). Even though there is a chance that deformity starts earlier in thicker flakes, more study should be conducted to come to a conclusion.

![Graph](image)

*Figure 5.23 Decline of 400nm-425nm band emission (InSe Sample -1) vs extension percentage (up to 1.5 %) after repetition of the experiment.*

In addition to that; during this experiment Sample-1 and Sample-2 were measured consecutively in every streching step because they both tranfered on to the same PDMS. Considering the possiblity of failing to go back the same position after each step, this experiment
is repeated on Sample-1, but this time up to 1.5% extension. Sample-1 is chosen for repetition because of the better result obtained previously and its being thinner sample. Showing that extension procedure can be applied to thinner samples might lead to more studies on monolayers.

Figure 5.23 shows the decline of 400-425nm band emission of InSe with respect to extension percentage. As it can be observed from the plot, the linear decline is smoother when sample is not moved horizontally to during stretching. It has been reported that photoluminescence emission from InSe can vary from 2.9 eV (for monolayer) to 1.25 eV (bulk InSe) [115, 116]. Considering that a thinnest layer achieved by viscoelastic transfer [117] is selected, observed emission between 400nm and 425nm is pretty consistent with the reports.

It can be concluded from this chapter that it is beneficial to use stretching device during Raman and photoluminescence spectroscopy measurements. Also, it should be noted that integration of device to other 2D material characterization methods such as atomic force microscope (AFM) might initiate new and novel studies.
In this chapter, two other projects, in which instruments were built to using open-source tools, will be presented. One of those projects is a computer controlled motorized unit for linear variable band pass filter or neutral density filter. This unit is another example of how to utilize lower-cost equipment compared to what is available on the market using open-source hardware and software. The other one is a retractable pacemaker project. In this one, advantage of designing printed circuit boards for exclusive needs and utilizing another open-source software and hardware environment Pixy camera.

6.1 Motorized Linear Variable Filter Stage

This stage is initially designed to be integrated with high vacuum in situ growth and characterization system as a stimulation light source for those samples at cryogenic temperatures. The motivation was to utilize homemade linear variable bandpass filter (see figure 6.1a) which is very similar to $1800 worth variable bandpass filter #88-365 by Edmund Optics (see figure 6.1b). However, this stage can be used with other variable filters such as neutral density filter or edge filter (long-pass).

A holder designed to be printed using ANYCUBIC Photon Resin 3D printer can be seen in figure 6.1c. This holder was connected to the linear actuator utilizing stepper motor (RATTMMOTOR model CBX1605-100).
Figure 6.1 a) Linear variable band pass filter made in lab. b) Edmund Optics linear variable bandpass filter #88-365 c) Filter holder design for 3D printing.

The hardware connections are almost identical with stretching apparatus described in Chapter 4. In this design, there is no LCD screen and instead of Arduino Micro, Arduino Nano microcontroller has been used because of availability during the time of construction. Also, an optical switch similar to one used for the graphene transfer is connected. One can refer to figure 5.4 for block diagram. The code (written in C language) uploaded to the microcontroller can be found in Appendix B.

In figure 6.2, a picture of the stage can be found. As can be seen from the picture, the linear stage is connected to an aluminum plate (1/2-inch thickness) upside down. The moving block of the linear actuator and printed filter holder apparatus were connected to each other with a pillar post. Also, four pillar posts and their post holders were attached to the aluminum plate in order to get the desired height for filter. Instead of making a controller box, all electronics components were consolidated and soldered on to a printed circuit board (PCB) style general use breadboard.
and breadboard is elevated from the aluminum block using brass spacer. The only connections going in or out of the system are power adaptor cable and USB cable (for serial communication).

![Image](image.png)

**Figure 6.2 Picture of motorized linear variable filter stage.**

A flow chart of the software uploaded to the microcontroller can be found in figure 6.3. Any device is powered up, the device goes into initializing phase. During mode, stepper motor connected to linear stage will move the filter towards right until the moving block is detected by the optical switch. Then, an interrupt will be generated, and motor will stop moving. The far-right position determined by the optical switch is set as home position and will be given a value of 0. After initializing phase, the microcontroller waits for user command. Even though commands for
setting precision is still available, any precision less than a full step is not necessary for this purpose unlike stretching device. Therefore, software defined that motor will always move using full step.

![Flow chart of the motorized linear variable filter stage software.](image)

**Figure 6.3 Flow chart of the motorized linear variable filter stage software.**

There are two commands available for the user. One of them is “st” and should be sent in case of emergency (motor moving more than it is supposed to) to stop motor instantly. Another command is “gopos”. After this command is given to microcontroller via serial communication, the microcontroller requests a number between 0-15000. This value represents the real position of the filter between 0-75 mm. In other words, user can move the filter with a precision of 5 μm. User can set the desired position of the filter by sending it through serial communication. Depending on type of filter they are using, it is recommended to set pre-determined positions either updating the code inside the microcontroller or using a user-interface software written for their purpose.
6.2 Retractable Leadless Pacemaker

Pacemakers offer numerous advantages in managing cardiac rhythm disorders, restoring regular heartbeats, and significantly improving the quality of life for patients with conditions such as bradycardia and heart block [118]. These devices can help reduce symptoms such as fatigue, shortness of breath, and fainting, while also potentially preventing more severe complications like heart failure [119]. However, despite their benefits, patients with pacemakers may still face some challenges later on. Potential issues can include infection at the implantation site, device malfunction, lead displacement, or battery depletion, all of which might necessitate additional interventions or device replacement [120].

Hence, addressing those limitations associated with traditional pacemakers is important. For this purpose, a leadless retractable pacemaker prototype was started to be developed.

Figure 6.4 Design of the pacemaker together with picture of 3D printed prototype.
In figure 6.4, the pictures of the pacemaker prototype are given together with its 3D drawing. Fundamentally, this prototype is designed in a way in case there is a problem with the device after installation, it can be retracted and replaced with a new one without needing invasive surgery. The device consists of two parts: Main body and Anchor. Main body consists of electronics and attaching mechanism whereas anchor is designed to be connected to the heart without needing a replacement.

Figure 6.5 Working principle of leadless retractable pacemaker.

Figure 6.5 illustrates the working principle of the device. On the left, two parts are separately in normal condition. In the middle, the main body is made ready for launching to hook for. On the right, two parts are attached to each other.
In addition to the functional mechanism design, it is also important to consider the electronics inside the main body for heart stimulation and probe for placing or removing the device when necessary. A pulse generator circuit was designed and constructed in the scope of this study for this purpose. In figure 6.6, PCB design and circuit diagram are given.

![Figure 6.6 PCB design and circuit diagram of pulse generator circuit.](image)

In order to place and retract the pacemaker, a probe design is required. For demonstration purposes a 2-axis joint were designed (green piece in figure 6.7a) and printed using ANYCUBIC Photon Resin 3D printer. The joint is connected to 2 servo motors with 4 strings inside a 3/8 inch tube so that moving in 2 dimensions will be acquired (up, down, left, right). A picture of this connection is given in figure 6.7b. These servo motors are controlled by a PCA9685 16 Channel 12-bit PWM Servo Motor Driver Board connected to Pixy 2 board.
The Pixy 2 camera, developed by Charmed Labs in collaboration with Carnegie Mellon University, is an advanced vision sensor designed for robotics and computer vision applications. This compact and affordable camera offers features such as real-time object tracking, line...
following, and color-based recognition, making it ideal for various applications, from educational projects to advanced robotic systems [121]. Pixy 2’s user-friendly interface and open-source software enable easy integration with popular microcontrollers, such as Arduino, facilitating deployment of vision-based projects. Also, thanks to its open-source hardware, parts can be disassembled such that another camera sensor can be placed and connected to the board through the tube which is going to be used as a probe in this project.

After setting up servo and 2-axis joint connection with string, Pixy 2 Board together with its camera was connected to the tip of the joint for demonstration purposes. Written code for desired movement was uploaded using Arduino IDE. The code is given in Appendix B for reference. It has been shown that movement of the probe can be achieved with only using visual input. In figure 6.7C, a screenshot taken during testing is given. The camera identified the blue square as $s=1$ as seen in picture. As the location of blue square is changed, the probe follows the square. This demonstrates if the pacemaker and the anchor is marked; thanks to its color-recognition and real-time object tracking abilities, the probe can identify the anchor point without needing external assistance, such as ultrasound or any other scan during the procedure. Moreover, thanks to its open-source hardware, the camera sensor can be replaced with more suitable ones for this purpose.
7 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

In conclusion, this dissertation has provided an in-depth examination of the significance of low-cost and open-source scientific instrumentation in 2D material research. It has demonstrated the potential for democratizing access to advanced research tools, fostering collaboration, and accelerating innovation by exploring a range of open-source instruments and their applications. The study has given an overview of notable 2D materials such as graphene, MoS2, and InSe, along with the characterization techniques commonly employed for their analysis, including Raman spectroscopy and fluorescence spectroscopy.

Furthermore, this dissertation has highlighted the key principles of scientific instrumentation and the role of open-source hardware and software in promoting more accessible and cost-effective research approaches. By presenting the implementation of open-source instrumentation, the practical advantages of these instruments in 2D material research have been demonstrated.

The development of an automated graphene transfer unit has been highlighted for its ability to facilitate efficient liquid exchange under graphene sheets before the transfer process. By employing open-hardware and software, this unit provides a stable and adjustable liquid flow, which reduces the likelihood of graphene damage during the cleaning phase. The capability to control the transfer rate and modify the unit's functionality using its programming environment affords users considerable benefits when examining the effects of transfer conditions.
Moreover, benefits of utilizing stretching device in situ Raman and photoluminescence spectroscopy measurements of flexible materials have been emphasised. The outcomes of experiments were presented and discussed for various materials. Also, it has been noted that integration of this device to other 2D material characterization methods such as AFM might pioneer novel studies.

Additionally, the broader implications of open-sourced scientific instrumentation have been explored through the discussion of the motorized variable filter stage and retractable leadless pacemaker, showcasing its potential impact beyond the realm of 2D material research.

Overall, the findings of this dissertation emphasize the critical role that low-cost and open-source instrumentation plays in the advancement of material science and the broader scientific community. It should be underlined that the importance of continued support and engagement from researchers and institutions to fully harness its transformative potential.
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Appendix A

Figure A.1 Arduino Uno Pinout diagram
Figure A.2 Arduino Micro Pinout diagram
Figure A.3 Arduino Nano Pinout diagram
Appendix B

Arduino Code for Graphene Transfer Unit

const int stepPin=25;
const int dirPin=26;
const int enPin=27;
const int m1Pin=7;
const int m2Pin=6;
const int m3Pin=5;
const int switchPin1=9;
const int switchPin2=10;
const int gndout=11;
unsigned int steps=0;
boolean switchValue1;
boolean switchValue2;
boolean serialflag;
String serialData;
String inCom;
int stepValue=1000;
int posValue;
int goValue;
int currentPOS;

void setup() {
  pinMode(stepPin, OUTPUT);
  pinMode(dirPin, OUTPUT);
  pinMode(enPin, OUTPUT);
  pinMode(m1Pin, OUTPUT);
  pinMode(m2Pin, OUTPUT);
  pinMode(m3Pin, OUTPUT);
  pinMode(switchPin1, INPUT);
  pinMode(switchPin2, INPUT);
  pinMode(gndout, OUTPUT);
  digitalWrite(gndout, LOW);
  digitalWrite(m1Pin, LOW);
  digitalWrite(m2Pin, LOW);
  digitalWrite(m3Pin, LOW);
  digitalWrite(enPin, HIGH);
  Serial.begin(9600);
}

void loop() {

  if (Serial.available()){


gets 2 byte long incoming commands*/
inCom=Serial.readStringUntil('n');
serialData=inCom;
//.substring(0,2);
if(serialData == "home") {
    findHome();
}
if(serialData == "ml") {
    left();
}
if(serialData == "st") {
    stopA();
}
if(serialData == "mr") {
    right();
}
if(serialData == "sa") {
    changeValue();
}
if(serialData == "al") {
    allLeft();
}
if(serialData == "ar") {
    allRight();
}
if(serialData == "gopos") {
    goPosition();
}

void findHome()
    steps=0;
    Serial.println("Home Search");
    digitalWrite(dirPin, HIGH);
    digitalWrite(enPin, LOW);
    switchValue1 = digitalRead(switchPin1);
    while(switchValue1 == 1) {
        digitalWrite(stepPin, HIGH);
        delayMicroseconds(500);
        digitalWrite(stepPin, LOW);
        delayMicroseconds(500);
        switchValue1 = digitalRead(switchPin1);
steps++;
}
digitalWrite(enPin, HIGH);
Serial.println("HOME POSITION FOUND");
Serial.println(steps);
currentPOS=0;
Serial.print("Current Position is "), Serial.println(currentPOS);

void left(){
digitalWrite(dirPin, LOW);
digitalWrite(enPin, LOW);
Serial.print("Stepping Left - Number of Steps: "), Serial.println(stepValue);
for(int i=0; i<stepValue; i++){
    digitalWrite(stepPin, HIGH);
delayMicroseconds(500);
digitalWrite(stepPin, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(500);
}
digitalWrite(enPin, HIGH);
currentPOS=currentPOS+stepValue;
Serial.println("Stepping Completed");
Serial.print("Current Position is "), Serial.println(currentPOS);
}

void right(){
digitalWrite(dirPin, HIGH);
digitalWrite(enPin, LOW);
Serial.print("Stepping Right - Number of Steps: "), Serial.println(stepValue);
for(int i=0; i<stepValue; i++){
    digitalWrite(stepPin, HIGH);
delayMicroseconds(500);
digitalWrite(stepPin, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(500);
}
digitalWrite(enPin, HIGH);
currentPOS=currentPOS-stepValue;
Serial.println("Stepping Completed");
Serial.print("Current Position is "), Serial.println(currentPOS);
}

void stopA(){
digitalWrite(enPin, LOW);
}
void changeValue()
{
    while(serialflag==0)
    {
        if(Serial.available() > 0) {

            inCom=Serial.readStringUntil(QStringLiteral("\n"));

            stepValue=inCom.toInt();
            Serial.print("Step Value is "), Serial.println(stepValue);
            serialflag=1;
        }
        else{
            delay(2000);
            Serial.println("Enter Step Value: ");
        }
    }
    serialflag=0;
}

void goPosition()
{
    while(serialflag==0)
    {
        if(Serial.available() > 0) {

            inCom=Serial.readStringUntil(QStringLiteral("\n"));
            posValue=inCom.toInt();
            Serial.print("Moving To Position: "), Serial.println(posValue);
            if(currentPOS<posValue){
                digitalWrite(dirPin, LOW);
                digitalWrite(enPin, LOW);
                goValue=abs(posValue-currentPOS);
                for(int i=0; i<goValue; i++){
                    digitalWrite(stepPin, HIGH);
                    delayMicroseconds(500);
                    digitalWrite(stepPin, LOW);
                    delayMicroseconds(500);
                }
                digitalWrite(enPin, HIGH);
                currentPOS=posValue;
                serialflag=1;
            }
            else if(currentPOS>posValue){
                digitalWrite(dirPin, HIGH);
                digitalWrite(enPin, LOW);
                goValue=abs(posValue-currentPOS);
            }
        }
    }
}
for(int i=0; i<goValue; i++){
    digitalWrite(stepPin, HIGH);
    delayMicroseconds(500);
    digitalWrite(stepPin, LOW);
    delayMicroseconds(500);
}

digitalWrite(enPin, HIGH);
currentPOS=posValue;
serialflag=1;
}

else if(currentPOS==posValue){
    delay(10);
    serialflag=1;
}
}

else{
    delay(200);
}

}

serialflag=0;
Serial.print("Current Position: "), Serial.println(currentPOS);

}

void allLeft(){
    Serial.println("Moving Left");
digitalWrite(dirPin, LOW);
digitalWrite(enPin, LOW);
switchValue1 = digitalRead(switchPin1);
while(switchValue1==1){
    digitalWrite(stepPin, HIGH);
    delayMicroseconds(1000);
    digitalWrite(stepPin, LOW);
    delayMicroseconds(1000);
    switchValue1 = digitalRead(switchPin1);
    steps++;
}
digitalWrite(enPin, HIGH);
Serial.println("LEFT Switch FOUND!");
currentPOS=0;
}

void allRight(){
Serial.println("Moving Right");
digitalWrite(dirPin, HIGH);
digitalWrite(enPin, LOW);
switchValue2 = digitalRead(switchPin2);
while(switchValue2 == 1) {
    digitalWrite(stepPin, HIGH);
    delayMicroseconds(1000);
    digitalWrite(stepPin, LOW);
    delayMicroseconds(1000);
    switchValue2 = digitalRead(switchPin2);
    steps++;
}
digitalWrite(enPin, HIGH);
Serial.println("RIGHT Switch FOUND!");
currentPOS = 0;
}

**Arduino Code for Stretching Apparatus**

#include <Wire.h> // required for I2C
#include <LiquidCrystal_I2C.h> // lcd package with I2C
LiquidCrystal_I2C lcd(0x27, 16, 2);
const int stepPin = A3;
const int dirPin = A4;
const int enPin = 8;
const int m1Pin = 7;
const int m2Pin = 6;
const int m3Pin = 5;
const int switchPin = 9;
const int rIn = 12;
const int lIn = 11;
unsigned int steps = 0;
boolean switchValue;
boolean serialflag;
boolean rInVal = 1;
boolean lInVal = 1;
String serialData;
String inCom;
int stepValue = 1000;
int posValue;
int goValue;
int currentPOS;
float currentPrecision = 1;
int currentPrecisionValue;
float currentLocation = 0;
float micronValue = 5;
int loopDistance = 5000;
int loopStep = 1000;
int loopRepeatVal = 5;

void setup() {
    currentLocation = currentPOS * 0.005;
    lcd.init(); // begin LCD
    lcd.backlight(); // set backlight for lcd
    lcd.setCursor(0, 0); // cursor positions start at row 0 and column 0
    lcd.print("Loc:"); //print lcd
    lcd.setCursor(5, 0);
    lcd.print(currentLocation, 4); //print lcd
    pinMode(stepPin, OUTPUT);
    pinMode(dirPin, OUTPUT);
    pinMode(enPin, OUTPUT);
    pinMode(m1Pin, OUTPUT);
    pinMode(m2Pin, OUTPUT);
    pinMode(m3Pin, OUTPUT);
    pinMode(switchPin, INPUT);
    pinMode(rIn, INPUT_PULLUP);
    pinMode(lIn, INPUT_PULLUP);
    digitalWrite(m1Pin, LOW);
    digitalWrite(m2Pin, LOW);
    digitalWrite(m3Pin, LOW);
    digitalWrite(enPin, HIGH);
    // digitalWrite(dirPin, HIGH);
    // digitalWrite(stepPin, HIGH);
    Serial.begin(9600);
    // Serial.println("sa");
    // delay(500);
    // Home();
}

void loop() {

    if (Serial.available()) {
        /* gets 2 byte long incoming commands */
        inCom = Serial.readStringUntil('
');
    }
serialData = inCom;
//.substring(0,2);
if (serialData == "ml") {
  left();
}
if (serialData == "st") {
  stopA();
}
if (serialData == "mr") {
  right();
}
if (serialData == "sa") {
  changeValue();
}
if (serialData == "gopos") {
  goPosition();
}
if (serialData == "setprecision") {
  setPrecision();
}
if (serialData == "resetpos"){
  resetPosition();
}
if (serialData == "looprepeat"){
  loopRepeat();
}
if (serialData == "loopdistance"){
  loopPull();
}
if (serialData == "startloop"){
  startLoop();
}

rInVal = digitalRead(rIn);
lInVal = digitalRead(lIn);
if (rInVal == 0) {
  digitalWrite(dirPin, HIGH);
  digitalWrite(enPin, LOW);
  digitalWrite(stepPin, HIGH);
  delayMicroseconds(500);
  digitalWrite(stepPin, LOW);
  delayMicroseconds(500);
  digitalWrite(enPin, HIGH);
}
if (lInVal == 0) {
digitalWrite(dirPin, LOW);
digitalWrite(enPin, LOW);
digitalWrite(stepPin, HIGH);
delayMicroseconds(500);
digitalWrite(stepPin, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(500);
digitalWrite(enPin, HIGH);
}

void right() {
digitalWrite(dirPin, LOW);
digitalWrite(enPin, LOW);
Serial.print("Stepping Left - Number of Steps: "), Serial.println(stepValue);
for (int i = 0; i < stepValue; i++) {
digitalWrite(stepPin, HIGH);
delayMicroseconds(500);
digitalWrite(stepPin, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(500);
}
digitalWrite(enPin, HIGH);
currentPOS = currentPOS + stepValue;
currentLocation=currentPOS*micronValue*currentPrecision;
lcd.clear();
lcd.setCursor(0, 0); // cursor positions start at row 0 and column 0
lcd.print("Loc: "); //print lcd
lcd.setCursor(5, 0);
lcd.print(currentLocation, 4); //print lcd
Serial.println("Stepping Completed");
Serial.print("Current Position is "), Serial.println(currentPOS);
}

void left() {
digitalWrite(dirPin, HIGH);
digitalWrite(enPin, LOW);
lcd.setCursor(0, 0); // cursor positions start at row 0 and column 0
lcd.print("Moving New Position:"); //print lcd
Serial.print("Stepping Right - Number of Steps: "), Serial.println(stepValue);
for (int i = 0; i < stepValue; i++) {

```cpp
digitalWrite(stepPin, HIGH);
delayMicroseconds(500);
digitalWrite(stepPin, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(500);
}
digitalWrite(enPin, HIGH);
currentPOS = currentPOS - stepValue;
currentLocation = currentPOS*micronValue*currentPrecision;
lcd.clear();
lcd.setCursor(0, 0); // cursor positions start at row 0 and column 0
lcd.print("Loc:"); //print lcd
lcd.setCursor(5, 0);
lcd.print(currentLocation, 4); //print lcd
Serial.println("Stepping Completed");
Serial.print("Current Position is "), Serial.println(currentPOS);
}

void stopA() {
digitalWrite(enPin, LOW);
}

void changeValue() {
while (serialflag == 0) {
if (Serial.available() > 0) {

    inCom = Serial.readStringUntil(\n');

    stepValue = inCom.toInt();
    Serial.print("Step Value is "), Serial.println(stepValue);
    serialflag = 1;
}
else {
    delay(2000);
    Serial.println("Enter Step Value:");
}
}
serialflag = 0;
}

void goPosition() {
while (serialflag == 0) {
    if (Serial.available() > 0) {

        inCom = Serial.readStringUntil(\n');

```
posValue = inCom.toInt();
Serial.print("Moving To Position: "), Serial.println(posValue);
if (currentPOS < posValue) {
    digitalWrite(dirPin, LOW);
    digitalWrite(enPin, LOW);
    goValue = abs(posValue - currentPOS);
    for (int i = 0; i < goValue; i++) {
        digitalWrite(stepPin, HIGH);
        delayMicroseconds(500);
        digitalWrite(stepPin, LOW);
        delayMicroseconds(500);
    }
    digitalWrite(enPin, HIGH);
    currentPOS = posValue;
    serialflag = 1;
} else if (currentPOS > posValue) {
    digitalWrite(dirPin, HIGH);
    digitalWrite(enPin, LOW);
    goValue = abs(posValue - currentPOS);
    for (int i = 0; i < goValue; i++) {
        digitalWrite(stepPin, HIGH);
        delayMicroseconds(500);
        digitalWrite(stepPin, LOW);
        delayMicroseconds(500);
    }
    digitalWrite(enPin, HIGH);
    currentPOS = posValue;
    serialflag = 1;
} else if (currentPOS == posValue) {
    delay(10);
    serialflag = 1;
}
else {
    delay(500);
}
serialflag = 0;
Serial.print("Current Position: "), Serial.println(currentPOS);
void setPrecision() {
  Serial.println("Enter one of the following: 0=Full Step, 1=1/2th Step, 2=1/4th Step, 3=1/8th 
  Step, 4=1/16th Step");
  while (serialflag == 0) {
    if (Serial.available() > 0) {
      inCom = Serial.readStringUntil(\n');
      currentPrecisionValue = inCom.toInt();
      if (currentPrecisionValue == 0) {
        digitalWrite(m1Pin, LOW);
        digitalWrite(m2Pin, LOW);
        digitalWrite(m3Pin, LOW);
        currentPrecision = currentPrecisionValue;
        Serial.print("Current Precision: "), Serial.println(currentPrecision);
        serialflag = 1;
      }
      else if (currentPrecisionValue == 1) {
        digitalWrite(m1Pin, HIGH);
        digitalWrite(m2Pin, LOW);
        digitalWrite(m3Pin, LOW);
        currentPrecision = 0.5;
        Serial.print("Current Precision: "), Serial.println(currentPrecision);
        serialflag = 1;
      }
      else if (currentPrecisionValue == 2) {
        digitalWrite(m1Pin, LOW);
        digitalWrite(m2Pin, HIGH);
        digitalWrite(m3Pin, LOW);
        currentPrecision = 0.25;
        Serial.print("Current Precision: "), Serial.println(currentPrecision);
        serialflag = 1;
      }
      else if (currentPrecisionValue == 3) {
        digitalWrite(m1Pin, HIGH);
        digitalWrite(m2Pin, HIGH);
        digitalWrite(m3Pin, LOW);
        currentPrecision = 0.125;
        Serial.print("Current Precision: "), Serial.println(currentPrecision,3);
        serialflag = 1;
      }
      else if (currentPrecisionValue == 4) {
        digitalWrite(m1Pin, HIGH);
        digitalWrite(m2Pin, HIGH);
        digitalWrite(m3Pin, HIGH);
        currentPrecision = 0.0625;
        Serial.print("Current Precision: "), Serial.println(currentPrecision,4);
        serialflag = 1;
      }
    }
  }
}
else{
    Serial.println("Error!!! Please enter a valid option.");
    Serial.println("Current precision has not been changed.");
    serialflag = 1;
    delay(500);
}

}
}

serialflag = 0;

}

void resetPosition()
{
    currentPOS = 0;
    Serial.print("Current Position: 0");
    currentLocation = currentPOS;
    lcd.clear();
    lcd.print("Loc:");
    lcd.setCursor(4, 0);
    lcd.print(currentLocation, 4);
}

void loopPull()
{
    Serial.println("Enter Streching Distance in Micros:");
    while (serialflag == 0) {
        if (Serial.available() > 0) {
            inCom = Serial.readStringUntil("\n");
            loopDistance = inCom.toInt();
            loopStep = (loopDistance / 5) / currentPrecision;
            serialflag = 1;
            Serial.print("Distance is set to:"), Serial.println(loopDistance);
        }
    }
    serialflag = 0;
}

void loopRepeat()
{
    Serial.println("Enter Loop Repeat Value:");
    while (serialflag == 0) {
        if (Serial.available() > 0) {
            inCom = Serial.readStringUntil("\n");
            loopRepeatVal = inCom.toInt();
            serialflag = 1;
        }
    }
}
Serial.print("Loop Repeat is set to: "); Serial.println(loopRepeatVal);
}
}
serialflag = 0;
}

void startLoop(){
    for (int j = 0; j < loopRepeatVal; j++){
        lcd.clear();
        lcd.print("Loc:");
        lcd.setCursor(4, 0);
        lcd.print(currentLocation, 4);
        lcd.setCursor(0, 1);
        lcd.print("Repeat:");
        lcd.setCursor(7, 1);
        lcd.print(j + 1);
        digitalWrite(dirPin, HIGH);
        digitalWrite(enPin, LOW);
        for (int i = 0; i < loopStep; i++) {
            digitalWrite(stepPin, HIGH);
            delayMicroseconds(500);
            digitalWrite(stepPin, LOW);
            delayMicroseconds(500);
        }
        digitalWrite(enPin, HIGH);
        lcd.clear();
        lcd.print("Loc:");
        lcd.setCursor(4, 0);
        lcd.print(currentLocation, 4);
        lcd.setCursor(0, 1);
        lcd.print("Repeat:");
        lcd.setCursor(7, 1);
        lcd.print(j + 1);
        delay(100);
        digitalWrite(dirPin, LOW);
        digitalWrite(enPin, LOW);
        for (int i = 0; i < loopStep; i++) {
            digitalWrite(stepPin, HIGH);
            delayMicroseconds(500);
            digitalWrite(stepPin, LOW);
            delayMicroseconds(500);
        }
        digitalWrite(enPin, HIGH);
        delay(100);
Arduino Code for Motorized Variable Linear Filter Stage

const int stepPin=2;
const int dirPin=3;
const int enPin=8;
const int m1Pin=7;
const int m2Pin=6;
const int m3Pin=5;
const int switchPin1=9;
const int switchPin2=10;
const int gndout=11;
unsigned int steps=0;
boolean switchValue1;
boolean switchValue2;
boolean serialflag;
String serialData;
String inCom;
int stepValue=1000;
int posValue;
int goValue;
int currentPOS;

void setup() {
  pinMode(stepPin, OUTPUT);
  pinMode(dirPin, OUTPUT);
  pinMode(enPin, OUTPUT);
  pinMode(m1Pin, OUTPUT);
  pinMode(m2Pin, OUTPUT);
  pinMode(m3Pin, OUTPUT);
  pinMode(switchPin1, INPUT);
  pinMode(switchPin2, INPUT);
  pinMode(gndout, OUTPUT);

digitalWrite(gndout, LOW);
digitalWrite(m1Pin, LOW);
digitalWrite(m2Pin, LOW);
digitalWrite(m3Pin, LOW);

digitalWrite(enPin, HIGH);
Serial.begin(9600);
//Serial.println("sa");
//delay(500);
//Home();

}
void loop() {

if (Serial.available()){
    /*gets 2 byte long incoming commands*/
inCom=Serial.readStringUntil("\n");
serialData=inCom;
//.substring(0,2);
if(serialData == "home"){
    findHome();
}
if(serialData == "st"){
    stopA();
}
if(serialData == "gopos"){
    goPosition();
}

}

void findHome(){
    steps=0;
    Serial.println("Home Search");
digitalWrite(dirPin, HIGH);
digitalWrite(enPin, LOW);
switchValue1 = digitalRead(switchPin1);
while(switchValue1==1){
    digitalWrite(stepPin, HIGH);
delayMicroseconds(500);
digitalWrite(stepPin, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(500);
    switchValue1 = digitalRead(switchPin1);
steps++;}
digitalWrite(enPin, HIGH);
Serial.println("HOME POSITION FOUND");
Serial.println(steps);
currentPOS=0;
Serial.print("Current Position is "), Serial.println(currentPOS);
}

void stopA(){
digitalWrite(enPin, LOW);
}

void changeValue(){
while(serialflag==0){
if(Serial.available() > 0) {
inCom=Serial.readStringUntil('
');
stepValue=inCom.toInt();
Serial.print("Step Value is "), Serial.println(stepValue);
serialflag=1;
}
else{
    delay(2000);
    Serial.println("Enter Step Value:");
}
}
serialflag=0;
}

void goPosition(){
while(serialflag==0){
if(Serial.available() > 0) {
    inCom=Serial.readStringUntil('
');
posValue=inCom.toInt();
    Serial.print("Moving To Position: "), Serial.println(posValue);
    if(currentPOS<posValue){
        digitalWrite(dirPin, LOW);
        digitalWrite(enPin, LOW);
        goValue=abs(posValue-currentPOS);
        for(int i=0; i<goValue; i++){
            digitalWrite(stepPin, HIGH);
        }
    }
}
}
}
delayMicroseconds(500);
digitalWrite(stepPin, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(500);
}
digitalWrite(enPin, HIGH);
currentPOS=posValue;
serialflag=1;
}
else if(currentPOS>posValue){
digitalWrite(dirPin, HIGH);
digitalWrite(enPin, LOW);
goValue=abs(posValue-currentPOS);
for(int i=0; i<goValue; i++){
digitalWrite(stepPin, HIGH);
delayMicroseconds(500);
digitalWrite(stepPin, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(500);
}
digitalWrite(enPin, HIGH);
currentPOS=posValue;
serialflag=1;
}
else if(currentPOS==posValue){
delay(10);
serialflag=1;
}
}
else{
  delay(200);
}
}
}
serialflag=0;
Serial.print("Current Position: "), Serial.println(currentPOS);
}

**Pixy 2 Code**

```c
#include <Wire.h>
#include <Adafruit_PWMServoDriver.h>
#include <Servo.h>
/* Include the HCPCA9685 library */
#include "HCPCA9685.h"
```
/ I2C slave address for the device/module. For the HCMODU0097 the default I2C address
 is 0x40 */
#define I2CAdd 0x40
HCPCA9685 HCPCA9685(I2CAdd);
#include <Pixy2.h>
// This is the main Pixy object
Pixy2 pixy;
unsigned int xFlag=0;
unsigned int yFlag=0;
boolean cont=1;
static int i = 0;
int signature = 0;
int x = 0;                      //positon x axis
int y = 0;                      //position y axis
unsigned int width = 0;        //object's width
unsigned int height = 0;        //object's height
unsigned int area = 0;
unsigned int newarea = 0;

uint8_t blocks;
Servo myservo1;  // create servo object to control a servo
Servo myservo2;  // create servo object to control a servo
Servo myservo3;  // create servo object to control a servo
Servo myservo4;  // create servo object to control a servo

unsigned int Pos0 = 100;
unsigned int Pos1 = 100;
unsigned int Pos2 = 100;
unsigned int Pos3 = 100;

String inCom;
String serialData;

void setup() {
    pixy.init();
    /* Initialise the library and set it to 'servo mode' */
    HCPCA9685.Init(SERVO_MODE);

    /* Wake the device up */
    HCPCA9685.Sleep(false);
Serial.begin(115200);          // setup serial
HCPCA9685.Servo(0, Pos0);
HCPCA9685.Servo(1, Pos1);
HCPCA9685.Servo(2, Pos2);
HCPCA9685.Servo(3, Pos3);
}

void loop() {
  int i;
  // grab blocks!
  pixy.ccc.getBlocks();
  delay(5);
  if(Serial.available()){
    inCom=Serial.readStringUntil('
');
    serialData=inCom.substring(0,2);
    if(serialData=="st"){
    }
    if(serialData=="pt"){
      info();
    }
    if(serialData=="lc"){
      locate();
    }
    if(serialData=="hm"){
      Pos0=100;
      Pos1=100;
      Pos2=100;
      Pos3=100;
      HCPCA9685.Servo(0, Pos0);
      HCPCA9685.Servo(1, Pos1);
      HCPCA9685.Servo(2, Pos2);
      HCPCA9685.Servo(3, Pos3);
      Serial.println("HOME POS");
    }
    if(serialData=="lt"){
      Pos3=120;
      HCPCA9685.Servo(3, Pos3);
      Serial.println("PULL LEFT");
    }
if (serialData == "up"){
    Pos2 = 80;
    HCPCA9685.Servo(2, Pos2);
    Serial.println("PULL UP");
}

if (serialData == "dn"){
    Pos2 = 120;
    HCPCA9685.Servo(2, Pos2);
    Serial.println("PULL DOWN");
}

if (serialData == "rt"){
    Pos3 = 80;
    HCPCA9685.Servo(3, Pos3);
    Serial.println("PULL RIGHT");
}

void locate(){
    while (cont == 1){

        blocks = pixy.ccc.getBlocks();
        x = pixy.ccc.blocks[i].m_x;
        y = pixy.ccc.blocks[i].m_y;

        xstatus();
        ystatus();
        // Serial.print("xFlag="), Serial.println(xFlag);
        // Serial.print("yFlag="), Serial.println(yFlag);
        delay(5);

        while (xFlag == 2){
            Pos3 = Pos3 + 1;
            // Serial.println(Pos3);
            HCPCA9685.Servo(3, Pos3);
            delay(5);
            blocks = pixy.ccc.getBlocks();
            x = pixy.ccc.blocks[i].m_x;
            // Serial.print("x="), Serial.println(x);
            xstatus();
        }
if(xFlag==0){
    break;
}

while(xFlag==1){
    Pos3=Pos3-1;
    //Serial.println(Pos3);
    HCPCA9685.Servo(3, Pos3);
    delay(5);
    blocks=pixy.ccc.getBlocks();
    x = pixy.ccc.blocks[i].m_x;
    //Serial.print("x="); Serial.println(x);
    xstatus();
}

if(xFlag==0){
    break;
}

while(yFlag==1){
    Pos2=Pos2+1;
    //Serial.println(Pos2);
    HCPCA9685.Servo(2,Pos2);
    delay(5);
    blocks=pixy.ccc.getBlocks();
    y = pixy.ccc.blocks[i].m_y;
    //Serial.print("y="); Serial.println(y);
    ystatus();

    if(yFlag==0){
        break;
    }
}

while(yFlag==2){
    Pos2=Pos2-1;
    //Serial.println(Pos2);
    HCPCA9685.Servo(2,Pos2);
    delay(5);
    blocks=pixy.ccc.getBlocks();
    y = pixy.ccc.blocks[i].m_y;
    //Serial.print("y="); Serial.println(y);
    ystatus();
if(yFlag==0){
    break;
}
}

delay(20);
//Serial.println("done");
}

void info(){
    blocks=pixy.ccc.getBlocks();
    signature = pixy.ccc.blocks[i].m_signature;  //get object's signature
    x = pixy.ccc.blocks[i].m_x;                 //get x position
    y = pixy.ccc.blocks[i].m_y;                 //get y position
    width = pixy.ccc.blocks[i].m_width;         //get width
    height = pixy.ccc.blocks[i].m_height;
    Serial.print("x="), Serial.println(x);
    Serial.print("y="), Serial.println(y);
    Serial.println(signature);
}

void xstatus(){
    if(x>158){
        xFlag=1; //turn right
    }
    else if(x<158){
        xFlag=2; //turn left
    }
    else if(x==158){
        xFlag=0;
    }
}

void ystatus(){
    if(y>104){
        yFlag=1;
    }
    else if(y<104){
        yFlag=0;
    }
}
yFlag=2;
}
else if(y==104){
    yFlag=0;
}
}
Appendix C

In this section, previous work done in Spin Dynamic Laboratory under supervision of Dr. Alexander Kozhanov is described in detail.

*Modulating Coils Design for FMR Spectrometer Report*

In this project, our aim was to construct a pair of modulating coils so that it can be placed between poles of Magnion (Serial #54141) magnet. Thus, lock-in phase detection technique for signal to noise enhancement of ferromagnetic resonance spectrometer (FMR) can be applied. This type of modulation is generally provided by an additional set of Helmholtz coils. However, thinner coils are needed because of the fact that there is only 2 inches of space between the poles of Magnion magnet.

In order to carry out this idea, magnet is winded on the surface a circular aluminum plate (diameter of 8.5”) which has a thickness of 1/8”. 18 AWG copper magnet wire is used, and it is winded as two layer on the top of each other (each of them has 30 turns). A drawing of a coil is given in figure C.1. As it can be seen from figure 1, inner and outer diameter of magnet are 2” and 4.2” respectively. A connection terminal is placed on the edge of the aluminum plate for ease of use.
To make winding as tight and identical as possible, super glue is used during construction phase. After both layers are glued, the magnet is covered with flame retardant thermally conductive epoxy resin (Epoxies Innovative Bonding Solutions, Etc., 50-3150FR) so that it can physically hold together, and aluminum plate can be used as a better heat sink. The resin is mixed with catalyst (Epoxies Innovative Bonding Solutions, Etc., CAT.150CL) 17:100 mixing ratio by weight. After application, epoxy resin cured at room temperature for 24 hours. In figure C.2, a picture of a coil is given after covered with epoxy.

*Figure C.4 Simplified Drawing of a modulating coil with dimension.*
After construction of modulating coils, they are placed in the gap between the poles of Magnion magnet with the help of cylindrical adjustable aluminum/brass pillars (see figure 3.a). In order to make magnetic field strength measurement, hall probe of Lakeshore (Model 425) Gauss meter is placed between poles. A picture of probe together with magnet is given in figure C.4a.
Magnet coils are connected to a direct current (DC) power supply (Kepco BOP-205 M) in series as shown in figure C4b together with a multimeter (Fluke 115) in ammeter mode.

![Image of modulating coils place inside Magnion magnet together with hall probe](image)

**Figure C.6 a) a picture of modulating coils place inside Magnion magnet together with hall probe. b) circuit diagram of magnetic field strength vs current measurement setup.**

Magnetic field strength is measured with respect to current passing through magnet (both have resistance around 8 ohms) with steps of 25 mA up to 1 A. In figure C.4, a plot of magnetic field vs current is given together with is linear fit. As it can be seen from figure, response of coils with increasing electrical current is linear as expected. A linear fit can easily be performed with an offset of 0.00675 Gauss which is negligible due to the fact that it has the same order of magnitude with gauss meter’s least significant digit in the chosen range (0.001 G).
Figure C.7 A plot of magnetic field strength vs current passing through coils measurement (with steps of 25 mA) together with its linear fit.

**Preliminary FMR Measurements and Comparison of PCB Waveguide Designs**

In order to compare sensitivity of waveguides, three measurements were conducted using two different PCBs. In figure C.5, pictures of both setups are given. permalloy sample was placed between poles in order to achieve in-plane magnetization for all case.
Figure C.8 a picture of (a) purple PCB waveguide setup (b) brown (homemade) PCB waveguide setup

Two measurements were conducted using purple PCB waveguide when sample is at middle and side position and one measurement is conducted using brown PCB waveguide (See figure C.6). During all measurements parameters were kept the same in order to make them comparable.

Figure C.9 Sample position during measurements.
They were conducted using fixed microwave frequency (was set to 5 Ghz), magnetic field scan mode. Current on magnet is ramped from 0 to 3.5A with steps of 10 mA. Sweep time setting of Vector Network Analyzer (VNA) is set to 1 second for a collection of 201 data points. All measurements were repeated three times and values were averaged (exception: Brown PCB).

![Normalized VNA signal with respect to current through magnet coils for different configurations (no sample is placed).](image)

Figure C.10 Normalized VNA signal with respect to current through magnet coils for different configurations (no sample is placed).

In order to get more accurate results, waveguides are measured with the same parameters without any sample on it. In figure C.7, normalized VNA signal with respect to current through magnet is given. Then, obtained curves were normalized by dividing by maximum. After that
normalization constants for VNA transmission signal were obtained by taking reciprocal of this curve. For any point normalization constants can be written as follows:

\[ c = \frac{1}{I_{ns}(H)} \]

where \( I_{ns}(H) \) is normalized (dividing by maximum) VNA signal at given magnetic field in the absence of sample. In figure C.8, the difference between normalized VNA signal and bare VNA signal is given.

*Figure C.11 Difference between normalized and bare VNA transmission signal.*
In figure C.9, normalized VNA signal in the presence of the sample is given for different configurations. Preliminary results indicate that the resonance peak can be observed better than others when the sample is placed middle position on purple PCB waveguide.

![Normalized VNA Signal vs Current (Sample placed)](image)

*Figure C.12 Normalized VNA Signal vs Current (Sample placed).*

It has been observed that there occurs an offset between reparative measurements. No conclusion is made (see Figure 6). Also, no explanation is made signal loss due to increasing magnetic field in the absence of sample.
Figure C.13 An example of repetitive measurement data.

Interferometer Setup Measurements

In these measurements, elements used are given below:

- Microlab/FXR Variable Attenuator (2.0-12.4 GHz) Model: AJ-B21 Serial: 0133
- Phase Shifter
- Agilent PNA-L N5230C
In this report, all measurements made in frequency scan mode in full range (300kHz-20GHz) showing the transmission of microwave signal. All data is taken in linear mode.

First of all, in order to get a rough understanding about signal levels, four scans were made. Transmission of microwave guide (PCB), transmission of phase shifter, transmission of phase shifter and attenuator (when it is all the way down) (open end/no PCB I connected to power splitter) and transmission whole FMR Interferometer system (again attenuator is at minimum level).

Figure C.14 Transmission of elements of FMR system
In figure C.11, frequency scans are given. As it can be seen from the figure, open ended measurement were not as expected due to the fact the nothing was connected to powers splitter on the other end and it can be ignored. Also, high variations of transmission signal of PCB maybe because of low number of data points (201) in the range of scan, which I found out later when I am checking phase shifter’s effect on signal.

![Figure C.15 Frequency Scan of Attenuator in different settings.](image)

After then, several frequency scan data done on attenuator only were recorded in different settings. In figure C.12, data is shown as attenuators know is turned. In the figure, “0” indicates
the scan when the attenuator is all the way turned up and every number indicate how many knob
turns (360 degrees) are made in counter-clockwise direction when writings of the instrument is
facing upwards after the point “0”.

Moreover, effect of changing phase shifter knob was tried to be observed. Firstly, the VNA
data recording setting was 201 data points per scan. It was observed that the number of data points
is not enough to see detailed change of the signal clearly as phase shifter is moved. In figure C.13,
an example of signal is given between 2.0-2.4GHz.

![Graph](image)

*Figure C.16 Frequency scan of the system as phase shifted (# of data points in range is 201)*
For this reason, frequency scans are repeated where data collection rate is higher (# of data points in the range = 20001). In figure C.14, change of transmission signal is given as the phase shifter knob is moved.

![Frequency scan of the system as phase shifted](image)

*Figure C.17 Frequency scan of the system as phase shifted (# of data points in f range is 20001) Inset: Small portion of the scan from 2.0 GHz to 2.5 GHz)*

In the plot, every increase in the curve number indicates a clockwise quarter (45°) turn of knob. Also, a small portion of frequency scan (2.0 GHz to 2.5GHz) is given inset to figure C.14.